House Beautiful

spring COLOR issue

the POWER of pink!

IT'S WARM, FLATTERING, SEXY (AND MEN LOVE IT!)

10 ROOMS WE Couldn'T FORGET

+50 FABULOUS FINDS
You don’t expect such a colorful midcentury mix down in the Old South, but this Charleston designer shows us there’s a new look in town.

1. GREAT LASH (IN LILAC): LINEN, WOOL
   BEST FOR: Curtains
   “It has a very cool short fringe running vertically through the fabric, and the lilac picks up the other purples and pinks in the room.” DONGHIA: donghia.com.

2. CABARET IN FUCHSIA 13:
   COTTON, LINEN, VISCOSE
   BEST FOR: Chair
   “You’d expect to see this modern chair upholstered in a neutral or in leather, but I love the shock of this fun hot pink.” PIERREFREY: pierrefrey.com.

3. GENOA IN MARINE: VISCOSE, COTTON, POLYESTER, NYLON
   BEST FOR: Sofa
   “It’s a beautiful indigo without being a really dark navy. Great for a sofa, because it’s easy to wipe up spills.” DESIGNERS GUILD: designersguild.com.

4. PETITE ZIG ZAG IN INCA GOLDS: LINEN, COTTON
   BEST FOR: Pillows
   “I wanted to add a little more pattern, and this zigzag is a great contrast to the larger pattern on the antique rug.” CHINA SEAS THROUGH QUADRILLE: quadrillefabrics.com.

5. ZANZIBAR IN BLACK: LINEN
   BEST FOR: Footstool

6. CONWAY ON DEWBERRY: LINEN
   BEST FOR: Wing chair

7. GRASSCLOTH (IN BAC 112): ABACA
   BEST FOR: Wallcovering
   “The texture of grass cloth brings warmth and depth to a room. It’s timeless. This one has just a hint of a peachy pink.” NOBILIS: nobilis.fr.